
 

     HIDDEN FIGURES is a belated 2018 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Here’s Kino Ken’s review of that dvd release. 

14 of a possible 20 points                                 ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

United States   2016   color   127 minutes   live action feature dramedy 

Producers: Peter Chernin, Donna Gigliotti, Theodore Melfi, 

Kimberly Quinn, Jenno Topping, Pharrell Williams 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Theodore Melfi* 

2          Editing: Peter Teschner, Craig Hayes 

1          Cinematography: Mandy Walker 

0          Lighting: Chris Culliton, Chad Schroeder 

            Special Visual Effects: Stefan Andersson, Rif Dagher,  

                                                     Chris LeDoux, Mark LeDoux, 



                                                     Adam Pere, Sean Pollack, Lania Sitepu 

2          Screenplay: Allison Schroeder and Theodore Melfi, based on  

                                   the book by Margot Lee Shetterly 

            Script Supervision: Gail Hunter 

            Music Editing: Richard Ford and Catherine Wilson 

            Music Mixing: John Chapman 

            Music Recording: Kevin Globerman, Alan Meyerson 

            Vocal Arrangements: Edie Lehmann Boddicker 

1          Music: Benjamin Wallfisch, Pharrell Williams, Hans Zimmer 

            Orchestrations: David Krystal, Edward Trybek, Henri Wilkerson 

1          Production Design: Wynn Thomas 

            Art Direction: Jeremy Woolsey 

            Lead Graphic Design: Jason Sweers 

            Graphic Art: Jean Moye, Erin Santini 

            Set Design: Nathan Krochmal, Carla Martinez 

            Set Decoration: Missy Parker 

            Set Dressing: Scott Autry, Adam Chambers, Nik Forman, 

                                     Elizabeth Gleason, Allen Harris, 

                                     William Craig Johnson, Ky Hoang Nguyen, 

                                     Joey Sisson, Hussein Agamiri 

            Scenic Art: Jeanne Bijkerk, Carol Francoso 

            Props: James Brothers, Christine Ramirez 

            Costume Design: Renee Ehrlich Kalfus 

            Makeup: Yolanda Sheridan (Key), Beverly Jo Pryor  

                              (Department Head), Selena Evans-Miller, 

                              Mario Michisanti, Quintessence Patterson 

2          Sound Design: Wayne Lemmer, Craig Henighan, 

                                       Derek Vanderhorst 

            Sound Editing Supervision: Wayne Lemmer, Derek Vanderhorst  

            Sound Effects: Steve Baine, Phil Barrie, Peter Persaud   



            Sound Recording: Jesse Johnstone, Erin Michael Rettig, 

                                             Luke Schwarzweller, John Soukup 

            Sound Mixing: Matthew Nicolay 

            Dialect Coach: Denise Woods      

            Dialogue Supervision: Susan Dawes 

            Dialogue Editing: R. J. Kizer, Helen Luttrell 

            Casting: Victoria Thomas, Jackie Burch, Andrea Craven (extras), 

                            Bonnie Grisan, Tamara Hunter, Bill Marinella (extras), 

                            Robb Pendleton (extras) 

2          Acting 

1          Creativity 

14 total points 

 

 

 

Cast: Taraji Henson* (Katherine Johnson), Janelle Monáe*  

(Mary Jackson), Kevin Costner* (Al Harrison), Octavia Spencer* 

(Dorothy Vaughan), Kirsten Dunst (Vivian Mitchell), Jim Parsons 

(Paul Stafford), Mahershala Ali* (Colonel Jim Johnson), Aldis Hodge* 

(Levi Jackson, Mary’s husband), Glen Powell* (John Glenn), 

Kimberly Quinn (Ruth), Olek Krupa (Karl Zielinski), Kurt Krause 

(Sam Turner), Ken Strunk (Jim Webb), Lidya Jewett (j)  

(Young Katherine Coleman), Donna Biscoe (Mrs. Joylette Coleman), 

Ariana Neal (j) (Joylette Johnson), Saniyya Sidney (j)  

(Constance Johnson), Zani Jones Mbayise (j) (Kathy Johnson), 

Tre Stokes (j) (Levi Jackson, Jr.), Selah Kimbro Jones (j)  

(Carolyn Marie Jackson), Corey Mendell Parker (Howard Vaughan), 

Ashton Tyler (Leonard Vaughan), Alkoya Brunson (Kenneth Vaughan), 

Karan Kendrick (Younger Joylette Coleman), Jaiden Kane  

(Joshua Coleman), Gregory Alan Williams (Marion Smithson), 



Maria Howell (Ms. Summer), Arnell Powell (Professor Graves), 

Ron Clinton Smith* (White Cop), Crystal Lee Brown (Bernie), 

Tequilla Whitfield (Eleanor), Dane Davenport (Alan Shepherd), 

Evan Holtzman (Deke Slayton), Travis Smith (Scott Carpenter), 

Scott Michael Morgan (Bill Calhoun), Chris Cavalier (IBM Technician), 

Robert McKay (Pastor Ayres), Frank Hoyt Taylor (Judge), others 

               

     In the world of 1961 segregated Virginia, blacks still are riding at 

the back of the bus, using separate restrooms, even living in distinct, 

approved neighborhoods. There is continual sniping between 

Southern state governments and federal officials concerning policies 

coming from Washington, D.C., a place not all that far away.  

     Three young black women face uphill struggles to hold key 

positions in NASA’s Langley Research Center, located at Hampton, 

Virginia. They are termed “computers” due to extraordinary ability to 

perform complex mathematical calculations quickly and accurately. 

Skills much in demand at the space laboratory where they work. If 

they can get there on time in spite of mechanical difficulties 

presented by aging, ailing automobile. When a state policeman 

encounters the trio and their malfunctioning vehicle on the berm of a 

highway, he’s unsure whether to help or harass them. The latter  

would normally be preferred. When the women identify themselves 

as NASA employees,though, patriotic zeal temporarily supersedes 

racism. So he ends up giving them a noisy police escort to Langley. A 

kind of attention these women apparently enjoy. Or do they? 

    Flashbacks supply snapshots of a younger Katherine Coleman, class 

math prodigy, in her rural West Virginia homeland where she amazes 

teachers and parents, earning herself scholarships while innocently 

blazing academic trails for both blacks and females. Her story 

constitutes the centerpiece of HIDDEN FIGURES, a dramedy exhuming 



neglected contributions of black women employees of NASA in its 

early days to America’s come-from-behind triumph in the space race 

against Russian atheists. By beaming the spotlight on Katherine and 

two significantly overachieving co-workers, Dorothy Vaughan and 

Mary Jackson, director Theodore Melfi interweaves their spiritual 

resources with cooperative reinforcement the three share with each 

other. That united front comes in handy when prejudicial actions, 

state laws, and local customs combine to toss hurdles in the path of 

advancements.  

     Successful launching and flight of Sputnik goads employees at 

Langley to harder work and longer hours in an attempt to catch up 

with the Russian space program. Presidents Dwight Eisenhower and 

John Kennedy actively promote American supremacy in space. Which 

at first is mere verbiage, unsupported by a dismal reality of abortive 

blastoffs and flawed machinery. There’s a critical need for faster, 

more precise computations and stronger materials.  

     IBM offers an advanced gigantic computer, threatening to put 

Dorothy Vaughan and anassemblage of human math whizzes out to 

pasture.  

     At the same time, more engineers are highly desirable. But gifted 

Mary Jackson isn’t legally permitted to enroll for required training at a 

Hampton high school because she happens to be the wrong color.  

      No garden of roses awaits Katherine, either. For her promotion to 

Langley’s nerve center, where rocket trajectories are planned, is 

jeopardized by insecure male egos and security clearances summarily 

denied all women, let alone black ones.  

     In the background, civil rights protests continue unabated, 

sometimes even in proximity to Langley itself. Change is in the air, on  

evening news broadcasts, sweeping through district and federal 



courtrooms. Being backward is no longer affordable at Langley, 

socially or mathematically.  

     Predictably, male privilege isn’t surrendered without stiff 

resistance. Internal conflict threatens disruption of collaborative 

harmony in the workplace. It nearly derails attempts to expedite 

progress in solving dilemmas about splashdown sites and orbital 

breakouts. Petty squabbling about authorship of reports, which 

bathroom to use, and limited access coffeepots undermines group 

solidarity, frustrating top banana supervisor Al Harrison nearly as 

much as uppity newcomer Katherine Johnson.  

     Can racial and gender wars be suspended long enough to allow 

concerted support at the Center for planned orbital flights and 

recoveries? Will IBM installation eliminate all West Wing computation 

jobs of black women? When Mary Jackson finally wins her day in 

court, will the presiding judge opt to make history or just to preserve 

tradition? 

     Supportive roles of family, church, and empowering song lyrics all 

come into play, assuring the trio of pioneers they are respected and 

worthy of emulation.  

     Katherine Coleman pledges troth with a returned veteran officer, 

guaranteeing three daughters two-parent upbringing.  

     Dorothy instructs dubious children about the moral rightness of 

taking full, if underhanded, advantage of books in a supposedly tax-

funded public library.  

    Mary and her two youngsters learn that challenging discriminatory 

laws can be exhilarating and fruitful.  

     While common friendship sealed by dance, uplifting song, and 

congregational affirmation power the threesome to achieve 

realization of their most cherished dreams.   



     Both adult and juvenile performers enact their roles admirably, 

with Octavia Spencer’s earthy, yet far-seeing Dorothy Vaughan ably 

seconded by Taraji Henson’s persistent Katherine Johnson, 

progressing from timid newcomer to gadfly-in-residence, and by 

Janelle Monáe’s spicy exuberance as Mary Jackson, a woman who 

promotes from minor skirmishes with spouse to major tilting against 

Virginia’s judiciary. Glen Powell’s fresh-faced, egalitarian John Glenn, 

Ron Clinton Smith’s double-minded Virginia cop, and Kevin Costner’s 

reform-minded overseer Al Harrison add effective color and 

authenticity. As does Mahershala Ali’s Colonel Jim Johnson, whose 

foot-in-mouth initial courtship of Katherine transforms over time into 

an equal partnership of mutual respect.    

     Allison Schroeder and Theodore Melfi team to create a thoughtful 

script compounded of barbed zingers, timeless truisms, and intelligent 

rhetoric, allowing minor and major characters to express themselves 

with charm, cunning, and hortatory conviction. 

     Sound work features top-notch recording and mix. Peter Teschner 

and Craig Hayes keep action and dialogue snappy, with an abundance 

of quick blackouts leading to brisk changes of scene and overall 

streamlining. 

     Music, however, is problematic. What audiences hear are certainly 

not rhythms or melodies familiar to those who grew up in the early 

1960s. The new substitutes are paced more abruptly than originals 

and lack smooth flow from note into note. Nor is the prevalent group 

harmonization of that decade present in a score generated by three 

different composers, none of whom appears to have any substantive 

recollection of, or empathy with, the musical ambience of fifty years 

ago.  

     Production design reproduces acceptably the clothes, hairstyles, 

and architecture of 1960s America, albeit budget limitations show up 



in bare-bone interior furnishings. Meticulous artistry is evident on 

enormous, eye-catching blackboards where arcane formulas and 

equations periodically appear to dazing effect.  

     HIDDEN FIGURES makes instructive viewing for mature teenagers 

and adults, opening a window on unfamiliar stories buried by 

mainstream histories slanted to white male readers and viewers. This 

film invigorates instead by following a rarely traveled path through 

forests apparently not yet exhaustively explored. As such, it is 

enlightening and welcome.  

     Special features of the Twentieth Century Fox dvd release are  

a ten-minute background biography of Kathleen Johnson titled “No 

Limits: The Life of Katherine Johnson,”  a five-minute tribute to that 

heroine called “Moving the Decimal – Honoring Katherine Johnson,” 

which consists mostly of testimonials to her significant impact,  

and (3.) a five-minute featurette rhapsodizing about the benefits to 

moviemakers of filming in Georgia. 

 


